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Abstract- Recently, V. BA.Vijeyrani and A.Pandi [21] introduced the notion of
-closed sets and properties of
-closed sets were investigated. In this paper, we introduce the notion of
-closed sets and obtain the
certain families of subsets between nano -closed sets and
-closed sets in an nano ideal minimal structure
spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1970, Levine [8] introduced the notion of
generalized closed (briefly g-closed) sets in
topological spaces. M. K. R. S. Veera kumar [19]
introduced a new class of sets, namely
-closed sets
in topological spaces. Veerakumar [20] introduced the
notion of -closed sets in topological spaces.

cl (A)=A A ( , ) [18]. When there is no chance for
confusion, we will simply write A for A ( , ) and
for ( , ). If is an ideal on X, then (X, , ) is
called an ideal topological space. A subset A of an
ideal topological space (X, , ) is -closed [4] if
A. The interior of a subset A in (X,
( )) is
denoted by int (A).

By combining a topological space (X, ) and an ideal
on (X, ), Ravi et al. [16] introduced the notion of
-closed sets and investigated the properties of
-closed sets.
An ideal
on a topological space (X, ) is a
nonempty collection of subsets of X which satisfies
(1) A
and B A B
and
(2) A
and B
A B .
Given a topological space (X, ) with an ideal on X
and if (X) is the set of all subsets of X, a set operator
(.) : (X)
(X), called a local function [5] of A
with respect to and is defined as follows: for
A X, A ( , )={x X : U A
for every U (x)}
where (x)={U
: x U}. We will make use of the
basic facts about the local functions ([4], Theorem 2.3)
without mentioning it explicitly. A Kuratowski
closure operator cl (.) for a topology ( , ), called
the
-topology, finer than
is defined by

Pandi et.al [9] introduced the notion of
-closed
sets and properties of
-closed sets were
investigated.
Recently, V.BA.Vijeyrani
introduced the notion of
the unified characterizations
subsets between nano closed
sets were investigated.

and A.Pandi [21]
-closed sets are obtain
for certain families of
sets and
-closed

In this paper, we introduce the notion of
-closed
sets in nano ideal minimal structure spaces. we obtain
some basic properties of
-closed sets. we define
several new subsets in nano ideal minimal structure
spaces which lie between nano -closed sets and
-closed sets.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper
(or X) represent
nano topological spaces on which no separation
axioms are assumed unless otherwise mentioned. For
a subset A of a space
, nand
ndenote the nano closure of and the nano
interior of
respectively. We recall the following
definitions which are useful in the sequel.
Definition 2.1 [12] Let U be a non-empty finite set of
objects called the universe and R be an equivalence
relation on U named as the indiscernibility relation.
Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are
said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair (U,
R) is said to be the approximation space. Let
.
1. The lower approximation of X with respect to R is
the set of all objects, which can be for certain
classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by
. That is,
,
⋃
where R(x) denotes the equivalence class determined
by x.
2. The upper approximation of X with respect to R is
the set of all objects, which can be possibly classified
as X with respect to R and it is denoted by
.
That is,
.
⋃
3. The boundary region of X with respect to R is the
set of all objects, which can be classified neither as X
nor as not - X with respect to R and it is denoted by
. That is,
.
Property 2.2 [6] If
space and
; then
1.
;
2.

is an approximation

and

3.

;

4.

;

and

whenever

;
8.
9.

2. The union of the elements of any sub collection of
is in
,
3. The intersection of the elements of any finite
subcollection of
is in
.
That is,
is a topology on U called the nano
topology on U with respect to X. We call
as the nano topological space. The elements of
are called as nano open sets and
is called as
the dual nano topology of
.
Remark 2.4 [6] If
is the nano topology on U
with respect to X, then the set
is the basis for
.
Definition 2.5 [6] If
is a nano topological
space with respect to U and if
, then the nano
interior of H is defined as the union of all nano open
subsets of A and it is denoted by n.
That is, n-

and

is the largest nano open subset of A.

The nano closure of A is defined as the intersection of
all nano closed sets containing A and it is denoted by
n.
is the smallest nano closed set

Definition 2.6 [3] An ideal on a nano topological
space (X, ) is a nonempty collection of subsets of X
which satisfies
(1) A
and B
A
B
and
(2) A
and B
A B
.

;
;

7.

.

Definition 2.3 [6] Let U be the universe, R be an
equivalence relation on U and
where
. Then by
the Property 2.2,
satisfies the following
axioms:
1. U and
,

That is, ncontaining A.

;

5.
6.

10.

Definition 2.7 [7] A nano topological space
with an ideal on
is called a nano
ideal topological space or nano ideal space and
denoted as
.

;
;

Definition 2.8 [7] Let
topological space. If

be a nano ideal
is the set of all subsets of
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U, a set operator (.) : (U)
(U) is called the
nano local function of on U with respect to on
is defined as
, for
every
and is denoted by
, where nano
closure operator is defined as n-cl (A) =
.

called their respective closed sets.

Result 2.9 [7] Let
be a nano ideal
topological space and A and B be subsets of U. Then

The complements of nano
-open set.

1. A

The family of all nano
.

B

2.
= n-cl(
of n-cl(A)),

)

3.

,

n-cl(A) (

Definition 2.13 [2] A subset of a nano topological
space
is called nano -closed if
nwhenever
and is nano open.

-open sets of U is denoted by

is a n-closed subset
Definition 2.14 A subset
topological space

of a nano ideal
is called

1. nano -closed [10] if A
4.

A.

,
2. nano regular- -open(briefly, n -regular-open) [7]
if A = n-int(n-cl (A)).

5. For every nano open set V
,

3. nano - -open(briefly, -n -open) [14] if the
finite union of nano regular- -open sets.

6.
Result 2.10 [7] Let
be a nano ideal
topological space and A be a subset of U, If
,
then
= n-cl(
= n-cl(A) = n-cl .
Theorem 2.11 [11] In a space
, if A and
B are subsets of U, then the following results are true
for the set operator n-cl .
1. A
n-cl (A),
2. n-cl
3. If A

-closed set is nano

=

and n-cl (U) = U,

B, then n-cl (A)

4. n-cl (A)

Definition 2.15 A subset
topological space

of a nano ideal
is called;

1. nano - -closed(briefly, n -closed) [10] if
G whenever
and is nano open.
2. nano - -closed(briefly, n
G whenever
and G is
nano -open.

n-cl (B),

n-cl (B) = n-cl (A

The complements of the above mentioned sets is
called their respective closed sets.

B),

-closed) [15] if

The complements of the above mentioned sets is
called their respective open sets.

5. n-cl (n-cl (A)) = n-cl (A).
Definition 2.12 A subset of a nano topological
space
is called

Definition 2.16 [13] A subfamily
of the power set
(X) of a nonempty set is called a minimal
structure (briefly -structure) on if
and
U
.

1. nano regular-open [6] if A = n-int(n-cl(A)).
2. nano -open [1] if the finite union of nano
regular-open sets.
The family of nano regular-open (resp. nano
sets is denoted by
(resp.
)).

-open)
O(U,

The complements of the above mentioned sets is

By
, we denote a nonempty set X with a
minimal structure
on X and call it a -space.
Each member of
is said to be
-open (briefly
-open) and the complement of an
-open set is
said to be
-closed (briefly -closed).
Definition 2.17 [9] A nano subfamily
of the
power set (U) of a nonempty set
is called a nano
3200
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minimal structure (briefly
and U
.

-structure) on

if
Definition 2.22 [21] Let

By
, we denote a nonempty set
with a
nano minimal structure
on U and call it a nano
-space(briefly
-space). Each member of
is said to be nano
-open (briefly
-open) and
the complement of an nano
-open set is said to
be nano
-closed (briefly
-closed).
Definition 2.18 [9] A nano topological space
with a nano minimal structure
is called a nano minimal structure space
.

on

Definition 2.19 [9] Let
be an
-space.
For a subset of U, the
-closure of and the
-interior of are defined in as follows:
1.

-

2.

-

=
=

{F : A

F, F

{V : V

}.

A, V

Definition 2.20 [9] Let
minimal structure space. A subset
be

of

}.
be a nano
is said to

1. nano minimal generalized closed(briefly
-closed) if
V whenever A
V and
V is
-open.
2. nano minimal generalized open(briefly
-open) if its complement is called
The family of all
-structure
on

-closed.

-open sets in
is an
and
denoted
by
.

structure space. For a subset
-closure of and the
defined as follows:
1.
-cl(A) = {F : A
},
2.

3.

-int(A) =

be a nano minimal
of U, the
-interior of are

{V : V
}.

F, U

A, V

-CLOSED SETS

We obtain several basic properties of
sets.

be a nano
of U is said to be

1. nano minimal generalized closed(briefly
-closed) if
V whenever A
V is
-open.

V and

2. nano minimal generalized open(briefly
-open) if its complement is
-closed.
The family of all
-structure
on

U
.

-open sets in U is an
and
denoted
by

-closed

Definition 3.1 A subset of a nano ideal topological
space
is called;
1. nano - -closed(briefly, n -closed) if
G whenever
and is nano regular-open.
2. nano G whenever

-closed(briefly, n -closed) if
and is nano -open.

The complements of the above mentioned sets is
called their respective open sets.
Definition 3.2 A nano ideal topological space
with a nano minimal structure
on
is called a nano ideal minimal structure space
.
Definition 3.3
be a nano ideal
minimal structure space. A subset A of U is said to be
1. nano
-closed(briefly,
G whenever A
G and G is

Definition 2.21 [21] Let
minimal structure space. A subset

F

2.

-open if its complement is

-closed ) if
-open.
-closed.

Remark 3.4 Let
be an nano ideal
minimal structure space and A a subset of U. If
O
=
O
(resp.
,
,
)
and A is nano
-closed, then A is said to be
-closed (resp. n
-closed, n
-closed,
n -closed).
Proposition 3.5 Every nano -closed set is
3201
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n

-closed.

Proof. It is obvious.
Example 3.6 Let U = {a, b, c} with
and
. Then the nano topology
= { , U, {a, c}}, = { , {c}} and
={ ,
U}. Then nano -closed sets are , U, {b}, {c}, {b, c}
and n -closed sets are , U, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {b, c}. It
is clear that {a, b} is n -closed set but it is not nano
-closed.
Proposition 3.7 Let
O(U,
,
)
O(U,
). Then every n -closed set is
-closed but not conversely.
Proof. Suppose that A is an n -closed set. Let A
G and G
O(U,
,
). Since
O(U,
,
)
O(U,
),
G and hence A is
-closed.
Example 3.8 Let U = {a, b, c, d} with
and
. Then the nano
topology
= { , U, {a}, {b, c, d}}, = { } and
= { , U, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, d}}. Then n -closed
sets are , U, {a}, {b, c, d} and
-closed sets are
, U, {a}, {a, d}, {b, c}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, c,
d}, {b, c, d}. It is clear that {a, d} is
-closed set
but it is not n -closed.
Remark 3.9 Let
O(U,
,
)
O(U,
). Then we have the following
implications for the subsets stated above.
nano -closed → n

-closed →

Corollary 3.10 If A and B are
-closed sets in
(U,
, ,
), then A
B is
-closed.
Proof. Let A
B
G where G is
-open.
Then A
G and B
G. Since A and B are
-closed, then
G and
G and so
G. By Result 2.9, (A
B) =
.
Hence A B is
-closed.
Definition 3.11 [21] An
-structure
O(U,
,
) on a nonempty set U is said to have
property
if the union of any family of subsets
belonging to
O(U,
,
) belongs to
O(U,
).

Example 3.12 Let U = {a, b, c, d} with
and
. Then the nano
topology
= { , U, {a}, {b, c, d}} and
=
{ , U, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, d}}. Then
-open sets
are , U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, d} and {b,
c, d}. It is shown that
does
not have property
.
Proposition 3.13 Let
O(U,
,
)
O(U,
) and
O(U,
,
) have
property
. If A is
-closed set and B is nano
-closed set, then A B is
-closed.
Proof. Let A
B
G where G is
-open.
Then we have A
G (U B). Since
O(U,
,
)
O(U,
) and so
G (U B) is
-open. Since A is
-closed,
then
G
(U B) and hence
B G
B
G. By Result 2.9, (A
B)
. Since
, B is nano -closed and
B.
Therefore, we obtain (A
B)
G. This shows that A
B is
-closed.
Proposition 3.14 If A is
n-cl (A), then B is

-closed and A
-closed.

Proof. Let B
G where G is
-open. Then A
G and A is
-closed. Therefore
G and
n-cl (B)
n-cl (A) = A
G. Hence B is
-closed.
Proposition 3.15 A subset A of X is
and only if F
n-int (A) whenever F
-closed.

-open if
A and F is

Proof. Suppose that A is
-open. Let F
A and
F be
-closed. Then U A
U F and U F is
-open. Since U A is
-closed, then
(U A)
U F and U n-int (A) = n-cl (U A) =
(U A)
(U A)
U F and hence F
n-int (A).
Conversely, let U A
G where G is
-open.
Then U G
A and U G is
-closed. By the
hypothesis, we have U G
n-int (A) and hence
(U A)
n-cl (U A) = U n-int (A)
G.
Therefore, U
A is
-closed and A is
-open.
Corollary 3.16 Let
O(U,
,
)
O(U,
) and
O(U,
,
) have
property
. Then the following properties hold:
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1. Every nano -open set is n -open and every
-open set is
-open,
2. If A and B are
-open,

-open, then A

B is

3. If A is
-open and B is nano -open, then A
B is
-open,
4. If A is
-open and n-int (A)
A, then
B is
-open.
Proof. This follows from Remark 3.9, Propositions
3.13 and 3.14 and Corollary 3.10.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we define several new subsets in nano
ideal minimal structure spaces which lie between nano
-closed sets and
-closed sets are discussed.
This shall be extended in the future Research with
some applications.
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